ABSTRACT Paraphrase generation can help with both downstream tasks in natural language processing (NLP) and human writing in our daily life. Most of the prevalent neural models focus on the former usages and generate uncontrolled paraphrase while they ignore the subtleties of users' requirement. In addition, the existing tools for users are usually rule-based which is unnatural due to the complexity of the paraphrase nature. To this end, we propose a keyword controlled network (KCN) which can be used as an assistant paraphrase generation tool. The KCN works in an interactive manner and generates different paraphrases given different keywords. The model is based on a Sequence-to-Sequence (Seq2Seq) framework integrated with copy mechanism. Given the source sentence and the keywords, two encoders transform them into vector representations. Then, the representations are fused together and used for the decoder. The decoder with attention mechanism either copies the words from the keywords or generates words from the whole dictionary. In the training stage, as the source sentence and the target sentence are all valid paraphrases, the model is trained to generate each given different keywords, which simulates the behaviors of users. The extensive experiments on three datasets show that our method outperforms baselines in the automatic evaluation (0.06 absolute improvement in BLEU) and the generated paraphrases meet user expectation in the human evaluation.
generate stiffly uncontrolled outputs. An exception, Syntactically Controlled Paraphrase Networks (SCPN) [14] is the closest model to users' need, which combines both the inputs of the source sentence and the target syntax template, and outputs a syntactically controlled paraphrase. Nevertheless, the syntax templates require users to possess linguistic knowledge, and use specific syntactic annotation to describe the expected outputs. For example, users have to define their expected output in the form of(S(NP)(,)(ADVP)(,)(VP)). From users' perspective, it is hard to come up with the template in advance. In addition, the qualities of the results highly depend on the appropriateness of the syntax templates.
To overcome these difficulties, we present a Keywords Controlled Network (KCN) which meets the requirements of users. The form of the outputs is determined by the keywords sequence, instead of the syntax template. The motivation of KCN stems from a real-world scenario: the TOEFL integrated writing task asks participators to read a passage containing three points, then to listen to a lecture which comments the three points respectively. The answers should keep the information intact and be stated in a logical, clear way. To do so, most of the participators take unstylish notes with keywords and symbols firstly, then replace some words, change the orders, add some conjunctions to the notes, and finally accomplish the writing according to the notes. When they prepare for the test, students might practice many times, whose writing changes as the notes change. In other words, the form of the writing is determined by notes, and the meaning depends on listening and reading.
Inspired by this manual paraphrase process, KCN has two inputs, the source sentence to be paraphrased and the keywords controlling the target superficial form as what the note does in the TOEFL writing. The model is based on Seq2Seq [15] structure with two inputs. Two encoders transform these two inputs into vector representations. Then, the representations are fused together and used by decoder. The decoder with attention mechanism either generates words from the whole dictionary or copies words from keywords sequence. Because we separate the meaning and the form of a sentence, KCN should predict the source sentence itself given the source keywords. To this end, in the training stage, we introduce two modes to generate outputs according to different keywords, which can boost the robustness of the model. Autoencoder-mode is shown in the upper of Fig. 2 . Given the source sentence as input, KCN takes the keywords from source sentence and uses the keywords to reconstruct source sentence. Paraphrase-mode is depicted in the lower of Fig. 2 : KCN takes the keywords from target paraphrase to make some changes. By this way, KCN can be more sensitive to different keywords inputs, just like the novel training strategies in Computer Vision [16] , [17] , Natural Language Processing [18] , [19] and Indoor Localization [20] .
In experiments, the qualitative evaluation shows that KCN outperforms the state-of-the-art models by a huge margin and covers most of the keywords. In the human evaluation, evaluators found that the model is able to generate many different paraphrases depending on different keywords hints.
Our contribution lies in three aspects:
• KCN focuses on controlled paraphrase generation and innovatively uses additional keywords inputs to determine the superficial form of the generate paraphrase.
• KCN introduces autoencoder-mode and paraphrasemode for training. This new training strategy makes it generalize to different keyword hints.
• KCN is user-friendly since it does not require syntax templates. It has the potentials for real-world usage as writing assistant.
II. RELATED WORK
The definition of paraphrase has been controversial for decades in NLP. The datasets and models vary from one to another depending on their different definitions. In the following subsections, additionally to introducing the datasets and the models, we also illustrate the idea of using lexical constraints in other areas and its relation to KCN.
A. PARAPHRASE DEFINITION AND DATASETS
A common definition is bidirectional entailment [21] , which is used by MSRP [22] to construct a thousand-pairs paraphrase corpus. However, exact bidirectional entailment rarely exists and constraints the diversities of paraphrasing. Thus, they use a loose bidirectional entailment criterion, which triggers intense disagreement among annotators. VOLUME 7, 2019 P4P corpus [23] categorizes paraphrase into morpholexiconbased changes, structure-based changes, semantics-based changes and miscellaneous changes. Linguistics researchers further give extensive typologies and examples for paraphrase [8] . Some of them even involve external knowledge, such as coreference and facts. However, these complex typologies make it hard to annotate large-scale dataset for neural-network-based researches. PARANMT50M [24] , [25] constructs a very big paraphrase corpus, leveraging a paraphrase property that sentences generated by back-translation might be paraphrases. MSCOCO is also a popular big dataset which stems from image caption. In paraphrase area, two sentences in MSCOCO are paraphrases if they refer to the same image, which can be called pragmatic paraphrase.
B. PARAPHRASE GENERATION
Models of paraphrase generation also vary from the views to paraphrase. The method proposed in [26] is the earliest we've known discussing paraphrase generation, who envisions the most widely used method in industry nowadays. That is, a paraphrase is generated by detecting and replacing the keywords or keyphrases by a lookup dictionary. The algorithm in [27] transforms the source sentence into Finite State Automata and generate the target paraphrase according to it. Statistical machine translation based model [28] can also do well in paraphrase generation, but fails in some syntactical paraphrase.
Recently, a variety of neural network based paraphrase generations have made a great breakthrough. Residual LSTM [9] is the first model employing neural machine translation techniques in paraphrase generation area. After that, VAE-SVG [10] leverages the variational autoencoder to tackle the problem of the limited diversities. Inspired by the success of copynet [29] , PtrNet [30] in Question Answering, CoRe [12] fuses copy mechanism and restrict rewriting to model the daily life paraphrase scenario. RbM-SL [11] goes further, uses inverse reinforcement learning and adversarial training to evaluate and generate paraphrase in high quality. SCPN [14] considers additional syntax information in paraphrase generation. Rather than Seq2Seq used by the above methods, WEAN [13] purposes a neural way to find the proper target word to replace. DGEN [31] uses soft attention to replace words or phrases for paraphrase from the source sentence by an off-the-shelf dictionary. However, these methods ignore all the syntactic and pragmatic variation of paraphrase.
C. CONSTRAINED DECODING
Interactive Machine Translation (IMT) is the closed area to KCN. IMT is considered when the outputs of the machine translation systems are forced to contain given words, which is very useful in domains with exclusive words. In the predeep-learning era, it is conducted via prefix-suffix searching [32] , [33] , however, they are not compatible with the current neural-based Seq2Seq model. Recently, based on many new beam-search techniques, many Neural IMT methods have been proposed. On the one hand, the method proposed in [34] leverages the finite-state machine to realize constraint beam search in the neural model, containing both constraints selection and placement. On the other hand, GBS [35] enforces that every constrained word appears in the output (without selection). However, the complexity of their grid beam search is O(NkC). 1 Although DBA [36] improves the complexity of GBS to O(1), it still needs 0.6 GPU seconds to decode single sentence. Different from them, KCN uses soft constraint and decode the outputs just like common neural machine translation.
III. METHODOLOGY
The user-oriented paraphrase is formulated as keywords controlled paraphrase generation. In this section, we present an innovative KCN model that incorporates multi-encoder into Seq2Seq to fulfill this task. The overview of KCN is shown in Fig. 3 . It illustrates the procedure that handles one example. Two separated encoders transform the source sentence and keywords sequence into fix-dimension context vectors. The decoder part takes keywords sequence and source sentence into consideration and integrates copy mechanism to generate the paraphrase. We describe the task definition, encoder, decoder and training strategy in detail below.
A. TASK DEFINITION
The prevalent models of paraphrase generation use dataset s s , s t , where s s is the source sentence and s t is the target sentence. The task is automatic generation of paraphrase s t from a given sentence s s . In contrast, the keywords controlled paraphrase requires not only the source sentence but also the provided keywords to generate the corresponding sentence. The keywords controlled paraphrase generation is defined as follows:
where k u is the keywords given by users, s s is the source sentence, s u is the expected outputs.
B. ENCODER
We use bi-directional RNN with Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) [37] as encoders. Because we have two inputs, source sentence and keywords, we use two encoders with the same structure to encode the source sentence and keywords respectively. Keywords encoder and sentence encoder do not share weights.
where f is the standard GRU, which is a common way to capture long-term dependency. And, the bidirectional encoder is capable of combining the context of both sides. In (4), we concatenate the vectors in two directions. The encoders FIGURE 3. Overview of Keywords Controlled Network (KCN). The figure shows the paraphrase mode of KCN, which takes one source sentence and one target keywords. The autoencoder mode is similar that takes keywords extracted from the source sentence. Generated paraphrase conforms to the given keywords. The result paraphrase: unk is the finest soul in the company, where finest soul company are directly copied from keywords.
essentially compress the sequences into fixed-length vectors. For this task, the last hidden state of sentence encoder, h s −1 , is used as the initial hidden state of the decoder. The outputs of sentence and keywords encoder at all time step, o s i and o k i , are saved for calculating attentions.
C. DECODER
Many models incorporate copy mechanism into decoder aiming to enhance the performance of information extraction [38] , paraphrase [11] , question answering [29] and summarization [12] , [39] .
In KCN, the decoder considers the encoding results of both sentence and keywords. There are two competitive decoder modes: copy-mode and writing-mode. We force the copymode decoder to copy from the keywords sequence and the write-mode generate words from the whole dictionary. To leverage information of source sentence and keywords, we not only initialize the first hidden state of the decoder by o s −1 , like [15] , but also calculate attentions via {o s 0 , . . . , o s l } and {o k 0 , . . . , o k l }. We calculate attentions for keywords sequence and source sentence via two attention functions with same structure [40] . The inputs are hidden state in the decoder and outputs of encoder at all time-steps. And the outputs, the attentive context vector c k and c s are then combined and predict target words. The attentive context vectors c are computed by (5) .
where w is an unshared weight matrix, e is the embedded input token of decoder and h D i−1 is the last hidden state of the decoder.
Then, we concatenate three vectors and map them into a joint representation.
where f is GRU, g(·) is an activation function, w cat is the weight matrix and b cat is the bias. We use selu [41] for activation:
where λ ≈ 1.0507 and α ≈ 1.6733 (these parameters are parts of selu, ensuring it work as expected). In addition to the non-linearity introduced as other activation functions do, this activation function adaptively converges its outputs to zero mean and one variance, which are beneficial to the training. Thus, we no longer need to turn to batch normalization [42] or layer normalization [43] . For the copy-mode, the decoder predicts the position of the target word in the keywords sequence; for the write-mode, the decoder predicts words from the whole dictionary. The generated outputs, either from the source sentence or from the dictionary, are fed into the decoder in the next time step.
where w c , w w are the weight matrixes. b c and b w are the biases. The dimensions of the output probability vectors are different: while the dimension of p write is the size of the whole dictionary, that of p copy is the length of the keyword sequence, in which words at the positions are different as the inputs change.
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Finally, we train a binary gate to switch between the writing mode and copy mode:
where we use weight w g and bias b g to map o D t to a scalar. In the training stage, when the target word in the source sentence, we turn p gate on by setting the ground truth p * gate = 1, and 0 otherwise. In the inference stage, the gate is turned on when the predicted p gate > 0.5. When target words appear both in the dictionary and the keyword sequence, we force the model to use copy-mode at the training stage.
D. TRAINING STRATEGY
The KCN need keywords as one of the inputs. However, the existing paraphrase datasets only contain the source sentence s s and the target sentence s t . To train the network, We first use keywords extraction approach to extend the sentence pairs dataset s s , s t to quadruples dataset, s s , k s , s t , k t , where k s and k t are the keywords extracted from source sentence s s and target sentence s t respectively.
1) KEYWORDS EXTRACTION
While the source sentence determines the meaning of the generated sentence, the keywords control the superficial form. Then how to simulate keywords inputs in the training stage? Because the original dataset s s , s t does not contain keywords, we extract k s , k t from s s , s t by the combination of PositionRank and RandomSample.
PositionRank [44] is an unsupervised graph model, leveraging position information to extract keywords. We use it as a function:
where PR(s) denotes that the keywords extracted from sentence s by PositionRank. But the original PositionRank is designed for abstractkeywords extraction in academic papers, and thus not very good at extracting sentence level keywords. In training, we find that most of the words in s s and s t are overlapped while only a few words are different. Thus, PR(s s ) and PR(s t ) are always the same, which cannot lead to diverse paraphrase generation. To solve this problem, we use RandomSample to compensate for the insufficiency of PositionRank. RandomSample is to sample from the difference set of the two inputs. Unlike conventional keywords extraction, outputs of RandomSample may contain stop words, which is crucial in paraphrase generation task. We denote it as RS:
where RS takes two sentences as inputs and the minus operator is the set subtraction. We combine the results of two methods:
where we reorder the results by the positions they appeared.
2) LOSS
The target is to optimize a multi-task joint probability of word copying, word generation, and gate prediction.
where y t is the target word, either predicted by copy-mode or by write-mode, z t is the mode-gate.
To incorporate copy mechanism, we set:
Thus, log p(y t , z t )
where z * t denotes whether the target word is in keywords sequence or not.
In every time step, we take one token from s, k, t triplet. So, in every mini-batch:
where N is the batch size, T is the maximum timestep, s is the source sentences batch, k is the keywords batch, t is the target sentences batch. KCN should output different paraphrases according to different keywords, while holding the same meaning of source sentence. Thus, we introduce autoencoder mode and paraphrase mode in training stage. 
where (18) 
where r is a random number, threshold is the hyperparameter which determines the probability of autoencoder mode. The loss calculated are back-propagated to all layers of the model, whose gradients are used to optimize the parameters.
IV. EXPERIMENT
We design two complementary experiments-automatic evaluation and human evaluation. Automatic evaluations include: (a) calculating the BLEU, METEOR and TER scores. (b) calculating the keywords coverage. The three scores stem from machine translation, measuring how much the generated sentences and target sentences are alike. The coverage of keywords reflects how KCN follows the keywords hint at the macro level. However, the paraphrase can be facially different in many ways, thus, some of the metrics in machine translation, such as BLEU, is not good enough to evaluate the generated paraphrases. In addition, although many works have been done toward automatically paraphrase identification, these models suffer from the problem of generalization and interpretability. Thus, we also use fine-grained human evaluations. They include: (a) grammar correctness and paraphrase identification (b) usercontrolled paraphrase generation.
A. DATASETS
We use three prevalent large-scale datasets, PARANMT50M, MSCOCO 2 [45] and Quora. 3 PARANMT50M is a large-scale paraphrase corpus generated by back-translation [25] . The sentences in the dataset is closer to what we use in real world. However, the property of back-translation indicates that there are limited kinds of paraphrase and little information loss. In other words, most of the sentence pairs in PARANMT50M are word-phrase level paraphrases. Thus, it is hopeless to learn some difficult types of paraphrase in this dataset.
MSCOCO is a widely used dataset in computer vision, especially for image caption and visual question answering. For image caption, five annotators describe the image with a sentence in their own ways, which can be seen as paraphrases. This dataset has been used for many paraphrase generation models [9] , [10] . We follow their works, using common machine translation metrics to evaluate our model. Quora Duplicate Question is used for sentence representation tasks and paraphrase generation in [11] . The dataset contains paraphrase sentence pairs which are annotated by human. Note that most of the sentences are questions.
To sum up, sentences in PARANMT50M lack syntactical and pragmatical diversities while those in MSCOCO and Quora Duplicate Questions lack some real-world patterns.
PARANMT50M is more generalized than other datasets for KCN. Firstly, MSCOCO and Quora are full of monotonous sentence patterns, such as a cat and a dog in MSCOCO and What is Deep Learning, which hinder syntactical paraphrase learning. Secondly, there are more detailed information mismatch in these two data set because of pragmatic paraphrase. 4 For example, In MSCOCO, the annotators can realize that other sentences refer to the same image, no matter if subtle information lost. Because of the asymmetric information of paraphrase pairs, the support of users become more important. By means of the users' hints, the KCN is able to complete the paraphrase with more details, such as the properties of entities. And the structure of paraphrase can also be modified by exchanging the order of keywords.
B. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
We used the PositionRank implemented by [46] . The hyperparameters were tuned on the validation set. In the training stage, the length of keywords was limited to [2, length(target) /2], which should not lose too much valuable information while keeping the basic style. The teacherforcing ratio in the decoder was 0.5. All of the word embeddings were shared by the whole network, include two encoders and one decoder. We set the dimension of embedding as 300, GRU as 300 per direction, batch size as 64 and learning rate as 0.001. Thus, when we concatenate two directions of two encoders, the vector dimension was 1200. Then the vector was constrained to 300 by an affine transformation. We used Adam [47] as optimizer.
The threshold in (20) was equal to 0.3 which controls autoencoder-mode and paraphrase-mode. In the experiment, if threshold is too high, the model will be hard to follow the keywords other than those in source sentence and generates blank repetitively. If threshold is too low, the model would ignore the meaning of the source sentence and fully depend on the keywords.
C. AUTOMATIC EVALUATION
We design two automatic experiments. 1) How similar are the outputs of KCN and the references? 2) How many keywords are covered in the outputs?
How similar are the outputs of KCN and the references?
Residual LSTM [9] , VAE-SVG [10] , DGEN [31] have evaluated their models by BLEU, METEOR and TER. 5 on MSCOCO dataset 6 As there are no public test set in PARANMT50M and Quora, we do not calculate scores of these datasets. The result of automatic evaluation on MSCOCO is in Table 1 , where Source2Target calculates the 5 Higher BLEU, METEOR are better and lower TER is better. We use the open source tool to calculate these metrics. https://github.com/jhclark/multeval 6 We directly use the scores published on their papers. score directly using s s , s t in the dataset. Note that the target sentence is also a valid paraphrase of the source sentence, so it should have had a high score in automatic evaluation. However, its BLEU score is the lowest, 7.6. Besides, we can see that KCN is the best model and outperforms others by a huge margin. Note that DGEN uses external knowledge (i.e. PPDB dictionary [48] ), and KCN uses keywords hints extracted from the target sentence, that might explain the superiority of the methods. Here the experiment result bears out our hypothesis: KCN has the capability of capturing the guidance of keywords and generating corresponding paraphrases. However, a notable drawback is presented in the last line of Table 2 . A slight alteration of the generated sentence would change the meaning completely. This is hard to evaluate by the metrics aforementioned. How many keywords are covered in the outputs? KCN does not promise to cover every keyword in the generated paraphrases. We calculate the keywords coverage and the length ratio. Keywords coverage means how many keywords are covered in the outputs. And the length ratio is calculated by the length of keywords divided that of the outputs. The results for three datasets are in Table 3 .
We can see that the coverage of keywords in MSCOCO is the highest, which coincides with its limited patterns in syntax. Quora is harder to gain equally high keywords coverage, but it uses relative fewer keywords. PARANMT50M covers least keywords, due to its complex language diversity. The sentences in PARANMT50M are often much longer than other datasets, and characterized by complex syntax.
It would be better to try other extraction methods for comparison, however, we find that most of the methods cannot work with short text keywords extraction, and their time efficiencies are very low. To further evaluate the paraphrase quality and the influence of keywords selection and, we design two fine-grained human evaluations.
D. HUMAN EVALUATION AND ANALYSIS
Machine translation metrics are prevalent in paraphrase generation is because traditional machine translation metrics perform well on MSRP paraphrase identification task [49] , with about 70% precision. However, its assumption that the sentences are correct is not proper in the paraphrase generation area. In Table 1 Source2Target, we calculated the BLEU, METEOR, and TER using the sentence pairs in the test set directly but the scores were 50% lower than others, while the pairs are paraphrases by definition. Moreover, in pragmatic paraphrase, crucial information loss is hard to evaluate by machine. For example, in Table 2 the first line, paraphrasing in this whole company to in the company should not be view as big information loss because it mentioned the finest before. But if the in the company is removed, it will be much harder to say the sentence pairs are paraphrase. Thus, human evaluation is of paramount significance. We firstly employ human evaluators to judge grammar correctness and paraphrase identification. Then, we perform an assistant experiment to judge if the model can generate different paraphrases with different keywords hints.
Human evaluation is costly but highly flexible. The evaluators are asked two questions: 1) Are the generated paraphrases grammatically correct and semantically the same? 2) Can KCN generate different paraphrases depending on different keywords hints?
Are the generated paraphrases grammatically correct and semantically the same?
We randomly select 100 pairs from the test set, run KCN model and gain s, r, p triplets. s is the source sentence, r is the reference sentence in the test set, p is the generated paraphrase. The evaluators are asked to judge the result from two aspects: grammar correction and paraphrase identification. The results of this experiment are in Table 4 . Note that the paraphrase score of MSCOCO is much higher than that of PARANMT50M and Quora. As we discussed above, MSCOCO is full of pragmatic paraphrase which enables slight information mismatches. Thus, here the evaluators take loose standard to identify paraphrase in MSCOCO. They are asked to imagine the image depicted by the source sentence, then judge whether the generated paraphrases refer to the same thing or not. The results show that KCN learns to ignore the inessential information which is not included in the keywords and to reorder the information according to keywords hint, such as the first two lines in Table 2 . In PARANMT50M, KCN are more likely to learn wordphrase level substitution rather than syntactical changes. This is likely stems from the inner properties in the training set: PARANMT50M is constructed by back-translation containing limited syntactical diversities. Thus, the experiments show that KCN is capable of learning the paraphrase properties in each dataset and generating paraphrases with high quality.
Can KCN generate different paraphrases depending on different keywords hints?
We also perform an assistant experiment. Given a source sentence, a real-world user extracts the keywords from it and modifies the keywords to different forms. The results are shown in Table 5 . As we can see, KCN can not only correctly complete the phrase related to new keywords, but also generate proper paraphrase according to reordered keywords. In the first example, the user simply substitutes taking off to flies, then the KCN autocompletes the remained preposition over and into. In second example, white refrigerator and a white and black microwave, the user reorders the keywords, microwave white refrigerator. We can observe that the model generates a microwave and a white refrigerator corresponding to the new keywords order. Moreover, if we change some inessential keywords, such as adjective word black and white to green, the new keywords will appear in the proper position, which means that KCN is capable of generating more than paraphrase. Thus, the experiment results exactly match our hypothesis: KCN tends to accept the hints from keywords, and to generate corresponding outputs. This shows its potentials to be used as an interactive writing assistant for real-world users.
V. DISCUSSION A. RELATION TO CONSTRAINED DECODING
The appearances of the keywords in the paraphrases generated by KCN are soft-constrained. In other words, KCN does not ensure that all keywords are contained in the outputs. There are also many hard-constrained decoding methods in machine translation [35] , [36] , image caption [34] . They all explored complicated beam-search techniques. The drawbacks of them lie in two aspects: 1. These ad-hoc decoding tricks are time-consuming. While their dependency on beam-search results in O(Nk) or O(NkC) complexity, that of our model is O(N ) which does not use any additional search in decoding, where N is the length of sentences, k is beam size and C is the number of constraints. 2. Since the semantics of the word constraints are all processed in the decoder part, the outputs might not be natural due to lack of the participation of the encoder. Different from theirs, KCN encodes the semantics of the keywords and fuse them with the representation of the input sentence. By this way, the model can adjust the outputs flexibly or even withdraw some of the improper keywords. Moreover, it decodes with greedy search or vanilla beam search, which are the most popular and effective techniques in the current NLP community.
B. KEYWORDS IN KCN
There can be many variants in KCN, especially the keywords extraction and the decoder.
Note that the keywords extraction strategy is only adopted in the training stage for simulating users' behaviors. In practice, we use the combination of PositionRank and RandomSample for keywords extraction. PositionRank can extract keywords independently while RandomSample extracts words considering the references. However, there exist some sentences which break both methods. For example, when PositionRank extracts no keywords from the sentence, RandomSample still works and does not leave the keywords input empty. In contrast, if the model only depends on RandomSample, it might miss the informative words, and make the outputs confusing. Better keywords extraction, especially for paraphrase generation task, remains future works.
The KCN decoder only copies words from the keywords sequence. And it is also not hard to implement a copy decoder which considers both keywords and source sentence. However, this variant degrades the learning process as it adds bias to KCN: most of the output words are directly copied but seldom will it generate from the whole dictionary.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
In this paper, we propose a Keywords Controlled Network for paraphrase generation. The generation processes of extracting keywords, modifying keywords, and generating paraphrase conform to the real-world paraphrase scenario: TOEFL writing. The experiment shows that KCN is able to generate multiple paraphrases with high quality, which outperforms the state-of-the-art models. And the human evaluation shows that KCN is capable of generating paraphrases controlled by users. Thus, KCN can be used not only as a great data pre-processing module for NLP applications but also as a writing assistant serving the real world users.
In the future, following directions are to be explored:
• The coverage score of the KCN is low because the soft constraint remove the ''not proper'' keywords. In the future, we will study better ways to capture the meanings of the keywords given the source sentence.
• It is better of giving KCN some choices for each keyword, in order to maximize the fluency. In the current setting, when KCN cannot figure out how to fuse the keywords into parapharses, it simply reject them.
• Training an end-to-end joint model of keywords extraction and paraphrase generation is beneficial to both task. By this way, the keywords extracted will be more related to paraphrase task, containing syntactical and stylistic information.
